
Rubik’s Cube, Rubik’s Revenge & Rubik’s 53

Tony Forbes

Notation

Upper-case letters U , D, F , B, L and R denote the outer slices (faces) of
the cube: up, down, front, back, left and right respectively. This is David
Singmaster’s terminology [1]: his choice of face descriptions is the best that
provides six unique initial letters. The corresponding lower-case letters u,
d, f , b, l and r denote the inner slices adjacent to outer slices U , D, F , B,
L and R. The actual slice identified by a letter depends on how you are
looking at the cube. If you turn it upside-down, then U and u become D
and d respectively.

Each of the letters is also used to describe a single 90◦ clockwise turn of
the slice. Multiple turns are indicated by exponents, and we usually write
X ′ or X−1 for X3. Thus, for example, F 2 means turn the F slice (front face)
through 180◦, and u′ means turn the u slice 90◦ anticlockwise.

A single element of the cube is denoted by the letters in any reasonable
order of the three slices that intersect it. For example, UFL, or any other
permutation of these letters, is the piece in the upper front left corner, and
UFl or FUl refers to the edge piece on the left of the upper front edge.

The inverse, X−1, or X ′, of a sequence moves, X, is the sequence of
inverses of the moves of X but in the reverse order. Given two sequences of
moves X and Y , the conjugate (X, Y ) and commutator [X, Y ] are defined by

(X, Y ) = XY X ′, [X, Y ] = XY X ′Y ′,

with apologies to group theorists who do them the other way round.

It is interesting to measure sequences by the number of moves they con-
tain. We count any non-trivial power of a slice turn as a single move; but
some writers prefer to count inner slices with weight 2, the logic being that
in practice a move such as u is performed in two stages: Uu followed by U ′.
However, we think it is more natural to treat inner and outer slices on an
equal footing; so the sequence l2B2U2l2U2B2l2, for instance, has 7 moves.
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How to Solve Rubik’s Revenge

Omit step 1 if you can remember exactly what the cube looked like in its
completed state.

1. Determine the final colours of the six faces. Here’s one way. Choose
a corner, UFL, say, and do the UBR corner such that the U colours of the
corner pieces match and the colours of the U, F, B, L and R parts are distinct.
You can now deduce the correct colours for each face.

2. Complete the six face centres. For example, the sequence l′Ul moves
face centre piece Urf to position Fdl without disturbing the centres of faces
D, B, L and R.

3. Pair the edges. Using outer slice turns only, place the two pieces
of an edge pair in positions UFl and UBl such that the U parts have the
same colour. Then do lFU ′RF ′Ul′. This moves UBl to UFr, alongside UFl,
without altering any face centres and any existing edge pairs.

4. At this point all the face centres are correct and all the edge pieces
have been paired off. Now imagine the inner slices are locked together in
pairs so that the device behaves just like a standard Rubik cube. Solve as
far as possible using your favourite method.

5. You will finish in one of four configurations:

5a. No more to do—Rubik’s Revenge is solved.

5b. You will need to apply both 5c and 5d.

5c. Two edge pairs need interchanging. Place the edge pairs in the UF
and UB positions. This might require one or two face turns to bring them
opposite each other. Then do

l2B2U2l2U2B2l2 (7 moves)

and, if necessary, return the edge pairs to their correct positions.

5d. A single edge pair needs flipping. Orientate the cube such that the
offending pair is {UFl, UFr}. Then do:

l2B2[l′, U2]B2lB2[r′, U2]B2l2 (15 moves).

This actually performs the interchange UFl ↔ FUr and has the same effect
as another 15-move sequence of mine, which appeared in M500 93 (October
1985): l2B2l′U2rB2D2lD2r′B2lU2B2l2. I am certain 15 is best possible, and
I would be interested in a simple proof that there is no shorter sequence.
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How to Solve Rubik’s Cube

We use the same notation as for Rubik’s Revenge.

1. Select a face, hereafter called the chosen face, and arrange that it is
in the U position. Move the four edge pieces UF, UB, UL and UR into their
correct positions and correctly orientated.

2. Move the four corner pieces URF, UFL, ULB and UBR into their
correct positions in the U face. It is desirable but not absolutely necessary
that they be orientated correctly—they can be twisted in step 4.

3. Turn the cube upside-down. Place the four corners of the now U
face in their correct positions without disturbing the chosen face, now D. If
this requires an odd number of transpositions, do U first. Corner pieces can
be swapped in pairs with the sequence [R, F ] and its inverse, [F, R], which
swaps URF and UFL. For example, to perform the transposition UFL ↔
URF followed by UFL↔ ULB, do [[R, F ], U ′]. There is no need to orientate
the corner pieces correctly; they are twisted into place during step 6.

4. Place the four edge pieces LF, FR, RB and BL. You might find it easier
to turn the cube such that the chosen face is either L or R. With the chosen
face as R, the sequence [F, L]FLF ′ moves FL to FD and puts a clockwise
twist on FRD. Similarly, FL′F ′[L, F ] also moves FL to FD but twists FRD
anticlockwise. With the chosen face as L, the sequence [F ′, R′]F ′R′F moves
FR to FD and twists FDL anticlockwise, and F ′RF [R′, F ′] moves FR to FD
and twists FDL clockwise. Use the appropriate sequences to place the four
edges correctly without leaving a twist on any corner piece of the chosen face.

5. Orientate the cube so that the chosen face is D and turn the U face
so that the U corners are correctly placed (but not necessarily correctly
twisted). Place the U edges in their correct positions. For example, the
sequence B[U,L]2B′ moves FU → UB → LU → FU and twists the four U
corners, two clockwise and two anticlockwise.

6. Twist the U corners to their correct positions in pairs using the
monotwist sequence R′DRFDF ′ (6 moves), which twists URF clockwise but
leaves the rest of the U face unaltered, and its inverse.

7. Flip the U edges to their correct positions in pairs using the monoflip
sequence FUD′L2U2D2RU (8 moves), which flips UF but leaves the rest of
the U face unaltered, and its inverse. Alternatively, FU ′RF ′U also flips UF
but leaves the rest of the central slice containing UF unchanged.
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How to Solve Rubik’s 5× 5× 5 cube

We extend the notation for Rubik’s Revenge by using starred letters u∗, d∗,
f∗, b∗, l∗ and r∗ to refer to the central slices as seen from faces U , D, F , B, L
and R respectively. Observe the duplication here; six names for three slices.

The same letter denotes a clockwise 90◦ turn
of the slice on looking down on it—but note
that d∗ = u′∗, b∗ = f ′∗ and r∗ = l′∗. We refer
to an element of the cube by the letters of the
non-central slices that intersect it. The array
on the right shows one way of labelling the U
face elements.

ULB UBl UB UBr UBR

ULb Ulb Ub Ubr URb

UL Ul U Ur UR

ULf Ufl Uf Urf URf

UFL UFl UF UFr URF

1. Do the 3× 3 squares in each of the six face centres. The colours are of
course determined by the face centre pieces. It really isn’t worth trying to
explain this part in detail—you will find it much easier to work things out for
yourself. It is probably a good idea to become familiar with sequences such
as [r, B], [r, B2], [r∗, B], [r∗, B

2], [rr∗, B], [rr∗, B
2], [l′r, B] and [l′r, B2], each

of which moves elements about in the U and B face centre squares without
disturbing the other four face centre squares. If faces U and B have colour

patterns
���
���
���

and
���
���
���

respectively, use r′U ′r to change B to
���
���.
���

2. Create the edge triples. Assume that you wish to do the triple {UFl,
UF, UFr}. Using face turns only, arrange for one of the edge pieces to be
in position UBr with the U part having the same colour as the U part of
UF. Do r′FU ′RF ′Ur. This flips UF and moves UBr to UFl. Thus UFl is
adjacent to UF but their orientations are different. Again using face turns
only, move the other edge piece to position UBl so that the U part has the
same colour as the U part of UFl. Do lFU ′RF ′Ul′. Pieces UFl, UF and UFr
are now consistently orientated. If two edge pieces are already in position,
then only one flipping process is required.

3. Complete the solution using face turns as for Rubik’s cube. It is worth
remarking that this final step must work (unless there is something seriously
wrong with your cube) because in step 2 the edge centre pieces (UF, UB,
etc.) force the correct parity of edge transpositions and edge orientations.
In contrast with Rubik’s Revenge, there is no way you can end up having to
swap a pair of edge triples or having to flip a single edge triple.
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More notation

Us = UD′, Ds = DU ′ = U ′s, . . . two slices moved in parallel;
us = ud′, ds = du′ = u′s, . . . two slices moved in parallel;
Ua = Da = UD, . . . two anti-parallel slice moves;
ua = da = ud, . . . two anti-parallel slice moves;
Ut = Uu∗D

′, Dt = Dd∗U
′ = U ′t , . . . three slices moved in parallel;

ut = uu∗d
′, dt = dd∗u

′ = u′t, . . . three slices moved in parallel;
UT = Usut, DT = Dsdt = U ′T , . . . rotate the whole cube.

Observe that if X and Y are any of these multiple-slice moves, or any of the
central slice turns, u∗, d∗, f∗, b∗, l∗, r∗, then X2Y 2 = Y 2X2.

Pretty patterns

UDb2
∗D
′U2f 2

∗U
2f 2
∗Ur2

∗ (10 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on four faces, opposite

pairs, (F, B)(L, R).

(f 2L2U2, f 2)(l2B2U2, l2)(f 2
∗ , U

2)l2∗U
′D′f 2

∗Ds (23 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on

four faces, opposite pairs, (F, B)(L, R).

The 50-move sequence

d2
sL[R′BR, bs]L

′B[ls, F
′LF ]B′uslsusrsFBU2R2[d, l∗][d∗, l]R

2U2B′F ′

creates this beautiful pattern:

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

. The coloured bands line up on

diametrically opposite face triples to give the appearance of five nested cubes
with the 4× 4× 4 and 2× 2× 2 cubes twisted anticlockwise, (F, U, L), and
clockwise, (B, D, R).

RB′D2BDL′D2LD′R′L′FU2F ′U ′RU2R′UL (20 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on
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each face, lining up in triples to give the appearance of two 4× 4× 4 twisted
cubes, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

f 2
s l2su

2
s (6 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on each face, (F, B)(L, R) (U,D).

(F 2l2u2B2)6 (24 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on two faces, (F, B).

f∗l
2
sf∗l∗u

2
sl∗u∗f

2
s u∗ (12 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on each face, (F, B)(L, R)

(U,D).

f 2
∗ r

2
∗U

2u2f 2
∗ r

2
∗D

2d2 (8 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on four faces, (F, B)(L, R).

(l∗Uur∗D
′d′)7 (42 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on four faces, (F, R, B, L).

Ddd2
∗r

2
∗F

2f 2d2
∗r

2
∗B

2b2D′d′ (10 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on each face, (F, L)

(B, R)(U,D).

f 2
∗ l

2
∗u

2
∗ (3 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on each face, (F, B)(L, R)(U,D).

(f 2l2u2)2(d2r2b2)2F 2
s L2

sU
2
s (18 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on each face, (F, B)

(L, R)(U,D).
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[Ra, D
2][Fa, D

2] (12 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on four faces, (F, B)(L, R).

(FafaLala)3(FaLa)3 (36 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on four faces, (F, B)(L, R).

[Fa, la]6[La, fa]6 (96 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on each face, (F, B)(L, R)(U,D).

u2
s (2 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on four faces, (F, B)(L, R).

(U2f 2l2D2)6f 2
s l2s (28 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on four faces, (F, B)(L, R).

(F 2l2B2)2 (6 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on two faces, (F, B).

fal
2
au

2
afa(l2u2

s)2 (14 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on each face, (F, B)(L, R)(U,D).

F 2u2l2F 2B2l2u2B2 (8 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on two faces, (F, B).

l2U2
s r2u2

sb
2U2

s f 2 (10 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on four faces, (F, B)(L, R).
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u2
∗ (1 move):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on four faces, (F, B)(L, R).

f 2
∗U

2f 2
∗ l

2
∗U
′D′f 2

∗Ds (9 moves):

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

on four faces, (F, B)(L, R).

[bt, ut] (8 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

[ut, l
2
t ] (8 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).

[dt, ls][ds, l∗] (14 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

[ua, L
2
al

2
a][la, U

2
a ] (20 moves):

���
���
���

on two face centre, (F, B)(L, R).

[dt, ls][d∗, l∗] (12 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

[l2∗, dt][l
2
s , ds] (12 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).

f 2
s Usl

2
sDs (8 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).

[F 2, u2
s]L2u2

sL
2 (10 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).

[u′, ls][dt, l∗] (12 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

(LsFs, [f 2
t , u∗][us, f

2]) (20 moves):
���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)

(L, R).
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[ds, ls][d∗, l∗] (12 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

[ds, l
2
s ][d∗, l

2
∗] (12 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).

[d∗, lt][ds, l∗] (14 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

[l2∗, ut][l
2
s , u∗] (14 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).

[ds, ls] (8 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

(f 2l2u2)2(d2r2b2)2 (12 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, B)(L, R)

(U,D).

ul2sf
2
s ul2f 2u2b2r2 (11 moves):

���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, L, B, R)

(U,D).

[f 2
s , us] (8 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).

b2l2ur2
sf

2
s u′r2f 2 (10 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, L)(B, R).

ul2b2f 2r2ul2f 2u2b2r2 (11 moves):
���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, L, B,

R).

(l2u2
s)2 (6 moves):

���
���
���

on two face centres, (F, B).

[ds, l∗][d∗, ls] (12 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

(u∗, f
2
s )(l∗, f

2
s )[l2s , f∗] (14 moves):

���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, B)(L, R)
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(U,D).

[f 2
∗ , ut]f

2
s u∗f

2
s l2∗d∗l

2
∗ (14 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).

[ut, l
2] (6 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).

(D2, [B2U2, l2])r2l2B2U2l2U2B2l2 (16 moves):
���
���
���

on two face cen-

tres, (F, B).

[F 2, u]5 (20 moves):
���
���
���

on two face centres, (F, R).

[b∗, ut] (6 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

[f 2
t , u∗] (6 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).

(rf)4 (8 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

[us, f
2] (6 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).

[u, l2][u′, l2] (8 moves):
���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, L)(B, R).

(l2u2)2 (4 moves):
���
���
���

on two face centres, (F, B).

[bs, u∗] (6 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

[fsls, u∗] (10 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, R, B, L)(U,D).

[f 2
s , u∗] (6 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).
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[F 2
s Ls, u∗]

4 (40 moves):
���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, L)(B, R).

(l2∗u
2)2 (4 moves):

���
���
���

on two face centres, (F, B).

[f 2l2, u∗] (6 moves):
���
���
���

on two face centres, (F, B).

[F, u∗]
5 (20 moves):

���
���
���

on two face centres, (F, R).

(u∗, [f, l∗][f
′, l∗]

2) (14 moves):
���
���
���

on two face centres, (F, B).

[b, u] (4 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

[f 2, u][f 2, u2] (8 moves):
���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, L)(B, R).

[b, u∗] (4 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

[f 2, d∗] (4 moves):
���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).

(f 2
∗u)4 (8 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, R)(B, L).

(d2d2
∗, l

2)B2U2l2U2B2l2r2D2[l2, B2U2]D2 (20 moves):
���
���
���

on two face

centres, (F, B).

(f 2
∗ , [FdF ′, u∗]) (10 moves):

���
���
���

on two face centres, (F, R).

[F, u]5 (20 moves):
���
���
���

on two face centres, (F, R).
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[b∗, u∗] (4 moves):
���
���
���

on each face centre, (F, U, L)(B, D, R).

[u∗, l
2
∗] (4 moves):

���
���
���

on four face centres, (F, B)(L, R).

Rubik’s 5× 5× 5 cycles

[URU ′, L] (8 moves): corner 3-cycle, (BRU, BUL, DBL).

[L, [D, B2]] (10 moves): corner 5-cycle, (FDL, DBL, BUL, RUB, DRB).

[R′F ′, [D′, B2]] (12 moves): corner 7-cycle, (FLU, FDL, RUB, BUL, BLD,
RDF, RBD).

(D2RB′U2BR′)2 (12 moves, E. Rubik [1, page 44]): twisted corner 1-
cycles, (FRD)+ (BLD)−.

[U ′FU2, D′L′DLD] (16 moves): twisted corner 3-cycle, (FDL ULB
RDF)+ (BLD)−.

[DL2D′L2, F 2U ′RU ] (16 moves): twisted corner 5-cycle, (FLU RBD FDL
FUR LDB)+ (BUL)−.

(LUR2)8 (24 moves): twisted corner 7-cycle, (FLU, FDL, LDB, DFR,
RUB, RBD, URF)+ (BUL)−.

[F 2, l∗]
2 (8 moves): edge 3-cycle, (FU, BU, FD).

[f∗, L
′B2F ′L] (10 moves): edge 5-cycle, (FU, RD, DL, LU, RB).

[r∗, BD′L2B′D] (12 moves): edge 7-cycle, (FU, UB, BD, DF, UL, BL,
LF).

[r2
∗d

2
∗, F

′L2RBR] (14 moves): edge 9-cycle, (FU, BD, FR, FD, BR, UR,
FL, BU, BL).

(b∗DB′D′Lf∗L
′DBLD′Fr∗F

′DL′D′l∗)
3 (54 moves): edge 11-cycle, (FU,

UB, BR, DL, DF, LF, FR, RU, BD, RD, LU).

[l∗, FU ′RF ′U ] (12 moves): twisted edge 1-cycles, (FU)+ (BU)+.

([u2
∗, LU2][b∗, b

′D2][b∗, F
2D])5 (90 moves): twisted edge 3-cycle, (FR, DL,

LB)+ (RD)+.

([u∗, R
′][f∗, d

′][f∗, R
2])9 (108 moves): twisted edge 5-cycle, (FR, RB, BL,
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RD, LU)+ (RU)+.

([u∗, R
′][f 2
∗ , L])5 (40 moves): twisted edge 7-cycle, (FL, RF, BL, UR, LD,

RB, LU)+ (RD)+.

([l∗, F ][f∗, UL′])7 (70 moves): twisted edge 9-cycle, (FU, RU, DL, LB,
FD, UB, UL, RD, RF)+ (FL)+.

([l∗, D][b′∗, R][u2
∗, B])3 (36 moves): twisted edge 11-cycle, (FU BR RF DR

FD BL LU DL FL UB RU)+ (BD)+.

[D, B′d′B] (8 moves): edge 3-cycle, (FLd, DRf, DBr).

FB′Uf ′U ′F ′BUfU ′ (10 moves): edge 5-cycle, (FUr, UBr, RDf, LBu,
FLu).

[[l′, D2], [D′, B2]] (15 moves): edge 7-cycle, (FDl, DFr, BUl, DBl, DLf,
BDr, LDb).

[D2U ′L′, [u2, B′]] (14 moves): edge 9-cycle, (FLu, BUl, DFr, DBl, LBu,
RFu, BRu, RUb, DRb).

(DB′F ′dD′B2d′FB′)3 (27 moves): edge 11-cycle, (FLu, BDr, BUl, DRb,
LDb, BRu, DBl, FDl, UBr, RDf, RBd).

([B2, ub][B, UD])3 (36 moves): edge 13-cycle, (FLu, RBd, BLd, BRu,
LBu, ULb, RDf, LUf, DRb, UBr, BDr, BUl, DBl).

(R2L2U ′r2lUR2L2U ′r2l′)4 (44 moves): edge 15-cycle, (FUl, BUr, DBr,
BDl, RUf, LUb, DLb, DRf, FDr, UBl, UFr, LDf, RDb, ULf, URb).

[UD,LuR2Lf 2]2 (28 moves): edge 17-cycle, (FUl, UBl, DBr, ULf, DRf,
LDf, RUf, BUr, BDl, DFl, UFr, DLb, URb, LUb, RDb, FRu, FDr).

[LR′, F ′u2b′l′Bu2]3 (48 moves): edge 19-cycle, (FUl, FRu, LFu, RDb,
LBd, BRd, RFd, FLd, LUb, DLb, LDf, DRf, RUf, ULf, BUr, DBr, URb,
UBl, DFl).

[RL, B2u2B′d2BU ]4 (64 moves): edge 21-cycle, (FUl, LUb, FRu, DBr,
UBl, LDf, LBd, UFr, DLb, ULf, RUf, LFu, BDl, DRf, BLu, RFd, RBu, FLd,
URb, BRd, RDb).

([F ′L, drl′ru′]L′R′)4 (64 moves): edge 23-cycle, (FUl, FLd, LFu, BLu,
DBr, LBd, DFl, FDr, LUb, RUf, ULf, URb, RDb, DRf, BUr, RFd, BDl,
FRu, RBu, BRd, LDf, UFr, DLb).

[FlF ′, r] (8 moves): face centre 3-cycle, (Frd, Drb, Ufl).
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[l′U ′l′, u] (8 moves): face centre 5-cycle, (Flu, Bul, Luf, Rfu, Bld).

[r′, u′L2f ′u′] (10 moves): face centre 7-cycle, (Fur, Drb, Urf, Rdf, Dfr,
Bru, Ubr).

[b, rB2u] (8 moves): face centre 9-cycle, (Flu, Fur, Rbd, Bru, Ldb, Drb,
Rub, Ubr, Lbu).

[f ′, r′Fl′u′] (10 moves): face centre 11-cycle, (Fur, Lfd, Dfr, Rfu, Bru,
Rdf, Dlf, Bld, Ufl, Urf, Luf).

[l′, d′f ′L′b′] (10 moves): face centre 13-cycle, (Flu, Ulb, Bul, Dbl, Fdl,
Ufl, Rfu, Rdf, Bld, Dlf, Luf, Lfd, Lbu).

r′f ′(lL′dL, rf) (12 moves): face centre 15-cycle, (Flu, Luf, Dlf, Lfd, Fur,
Dfr, Bdr, Rdf, Bru, Urf, Frd, Ldb, Ufl, Bul, Rfu).

[dF ′r, bf ′] (10 moves): face centre 17-cycle, (Fdl, Ulb, Bdr, Bru, Drb,
Ldb, Urf, Rdf, Dfr, Lfd, Ubr, Rbd, Dbl, Frd, Ufl, Bld, Dlf).

[f 2b′, d′F ′ldu′] (14 moves): face centre 19-cycle, (Flu, Rdf, Luf, Ubr, Lfd,
Rfu, Ldb, Dlf, Fur, Urf, Ulb, Rub, Rbd, Ufl, Bul, Dfr, Dbl, Lbu, Bru).

[bf, uF l2fl] (14 moves): face centre 21-cycle, (Flu, Ubr, Lbu, Frd, Dfr,
Lfd, Ufl, Rfu, Bru, Dbl, Luf, Fur, Ulb, Fdl, Bul, Drb, Rub, Bld, Urf, Rdf,
Dlf).

[bf ′, rB′l′d] (12 moves): face centre 23-cycle, (Flu, Rub, Fdl, Rfu, Ufl,
Lfd, Dfr, Bdr, Ulb, Ldb, Bld, Lbu, Ubr, Fur, Drb, Bru, Urf, Frd, Dbl, Rbd,
Luf, Dlf, Rdf).

[FlF ′, r∗] (8 moves): face centre 3-cycle, (Fd, Db, Ul).

[u∗, fDf ] (8 moves): face centre 5-cycle, (Fr, Br, Rf, Lf, Dl).

[u∗, b
′rD′r′] (10 moves): face centre 7-cycle, (Fl, Lb, Br, Rb, Ub, Bl, Db).

[b∗, dF ′r] (8 moves): face centre 9-cycle, (Fd, Dl, Rd, Ur, Ld, Dr, Br, Bd,
Ul).

[f∗, l
2dF 2u′] (10 moves): face centre 11-cycle, (Fd, Ur, Rd, Bd, Dr, Dl,

Lu, Bu, Ul, Ru, Ld).

[l∗, d
′f ′R′b′] (10 moves): face centre 13-cycle, (Fu, Df, Rd, Rf, Bu, Uf, Fd,

Db, Bd, Ub, Lb, Ld, Lf).

[l2∗f∗, ruBdB′] (14 moves): face centre 15-cycle, (Fu, Ru, Dr, Lu, Ur, Rd,
Fd, Ul, Bd, Dl, Ld, Bl, Br, Bu, Fr).
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[r2
∗d∗, RuR′fl′] (14 moves): face centre 17-cycle, (Fu, Rf, Uf, Lf, Df, Bu,

Lu, Fd, Ub, Ul, Rb, Bl, Db, Dl, Lb, Fl, Bd).

[u∗l∗, lfr′RdR′] (16 moves): face centre 19-cycle, (Fu, Ur, Fd, Ld, Lf, Bl,
Rf, Fl, Ul, Uf, Dl, Df, Bd, Rb, Fr, Bu, Dr, Lb, Br).

[b∗u∗, U
′r′du′Ul] (16 moves): face centre 21-cycle, (Fu, Fr, Uf, Rb, Bd,

Bl, Dl, Rd, Fd, Fl, Ul, Ld, Lb, Br, Dr, Ru, Rf, Bu, Ur, Lu, Lf).

[r∗u∗, r
′dlLb′f ′L′] (18 moves): face centre 23-cycle, (Fu, Dl, Lf, Bl, Bu,

Db, Fd, Uf, Rf, Fl, Ul, Df, Lu, Rd, Bd, Dr, Lb, Br, Ld, Rb, Fr, Ur, Ub).

fr′L2F 2BU2dlRFU (11 moves): element of maximum possible order,
16 · 9 · 5 · 7 · 11 · 13 · 17 · 23 = 281801520, consisting of twisted corner 3-
and 5-cycles, twisted edge 4- and 8-cycles, edge 7- and 17-cycles, face centre
11-, 13- and 23-cycles, (FUR, LBU, BRU)+ (FLU, LFD, DBL, FRD, DRB)−

(FR, LU, LD, RB)+ (FU, FL, BD, DR, FD, RU, BU, BL)+ (FRd, LUf, UBr,
DBl, BLd, RDf, BRu) (FUl, FLd, URb, UBl, LUb, LDf, DLb, BRd, LFu,
DBr, BLu, UFr, RUf, FDr, RDb, DFl, FRu) (Flu, Rdf, Bld, Ldb, Luf, Dlf,
Dbl, Bul, Lfd, Urf, Bdr) (Fur, Dfr, Lbu, Fdl, Frd, Drb, Ulb, Ufl, Rub, Rbd,
Ubr, Rfu, Bru) (Fu, Rf, Df, Lb, Lf, Ur, Dl, Bl, Ld, Lu, Fl, Fd, Fr, Dr, Bu,
Ub, Ul, Uf, Ru, Rb, Rd, Bd, Br).

Rubik’s 5× 5× 5 corner twists

(D2RB′U2BR′)2 (12 moves, E. Rubik, [1, page 44]): (FRD)+ (BLD)−.

(L′B′R2B′LF 2)4 (24 moves): (FLU)+ (FRD)+ (BDR)+.

[U2, L′FD2LF 2D′F ] (16 moves, M. B. Thistlethwaite [1, page 44]):
(FLU)+ (FUR)+ (BRU)− (BUL)−.

(LDF 2U2LU2D′)4 (28 moves): (FDL)+ (BRU)+ (BUL)+ (BLD)+

(FLU)−.

(D′F 2DR′U ′)4 (20 moves): (FUR)+ (FRD)+ (BDR)+ (FLU)− (BRU)−

(BUL)−.

(D2R′F ′RF )4 (20 moves): (FUR)+ (FDL)+ (FRD)+ (BRU)+ (BDR)+

(BLD)+.

(U2LUDL2D′L2)4 (28 moves): (FDL)+ (BRU)+ (BUL)+ (BDR)+

(BLD)+ (FLU)− (FUR)−.
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(L2F 2BR′)4 (16 moves): (FLU)+ (FRD)+ (BRU)+ (BUL)+ (FUR)−

(FDL)− (BDR)− (BLD)−.

(F ′U ′F 2U ′BF 2D)4 (28 moves): (FLU)+ (FDL)+ (FRD)+ (BRU)+

(BUL)+ (BDR)+ (BLD)+ (FUR)−.

Rubik’s 5× 5× 5 edge flips

[Bd∗B
2d2
∗B, U2] (12 moves, M. B. Thistlethwaite [1, page 44]): (FU)+

(BU)+.

U2Bd2
∗B

2d∗BU2B′d2
∗BD2B′d∗B

2d2
∗B
′D2 (17 moves): (FU)+ (FD)+

(BU)+ (BD)+.

(Ld∗L
2d2
∗L, U2)Bd2

∗B
2d∗BU2B′d2

∗BD2B′d∗B
2d2
∗B
′D2 (27 moves): (FU)+

(FD)+ (BU)+ (BD)+ (LU)+ (RU)+.

[U2Bd2
∗B

2d∗BU2B′d2
∗BD2B′d∗B

2d2
∗B
′D2, RT UT ] (34 moves): (FU)+

(FL)+ (FR)+ (FD)+ (BU)+ (BR)+ (BL)+ (BD)+.

[Ld∗L
2d2
∗L, U2][U2Bd2

∗B
2d∗BU2B′d2

∗BD2B′d∗B
2d2
∗B
′D2, RT UT ] (44

moves): (FU)+ (FL)+ (FR)+ (FD)+ (BU)+ (BR)+ (BL)+ (BD)+ (LU)+

(RU)+.

(U2Bd2
∗B

2d∗BU2B′d2
∗BD2B′d∗B

2d2
∗B
′D2RT UT )3 (51 moves): (FU)+

(FL)+ (FR)+ (FD)+ (BU)+ (BR)+ (BL)+ (BD)+ (LU)+ (LD)+ (RU)+

(RD)+.

Rubik’s 5× 5× 5 face centre rotations

(FLRF 2L′R′)2 (12 moves, M. B. Thistlethwaite [1, page 45]): F 2.

[F, ltbtrt] (14 moves): FL′.

[F, ltb
2
t rt] (14 moves): FB′.

(R2F 2)3Ds(R
2B2)3Us (16 moves): F 2B2.

Rubik’s Revenge cycles

(l2U ′FlF ′U)5 (30 moves): edge 2-cycle, (FDl, BUl).

(l2U ′FlF ′U)5(B2rF 2r′)2 (38 moves): edge 4-cycle, (FUl, UBl, DFl, DBr).

(l2U ′FlF ′U)5(B2rF 2r′)2[F 2, l]3 (50 moves): edge 6-cycle, (FUl, DFl, DBr,
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UFr, UBl, FDr).

([r2U, l2U ]f)3 (27 moves): edge 8-cycle, (FUl, LDf, DFl, BDl, ULf, RUf,
DRf, UBl).

([lr′, U ′LF 2]r)7 (77 moves): edge 10-cycle, (FUl, URb, DFl, RUf, BDl,
ULf, FDr, UBl, UFr, LUb).

([Db, Ub′D2]r)7 (77 moves): edge 12-cycle, (FUl, BUr, DFl, FDr, RDb,
LUb, UFr, BDl, DBr, DLb, URb, UBl).

(l′L2B′Rb′lL2b2R′B)15 (150 moves): edge 14-cycle, (FUl, ULf, LDf, DLb,
FRu, LUb, UBl, FLd, BLu, BDl, BRd, LBd, DBr, LFu).

([LF ′L′, brR′]F 2l′)9 (126 moves): edge 16-cycle, (FUl, LUb, FLd, UBl,
RDb, DFl, ULf, RFd, UFr, FDr, URb, FRu, BDl, DBr, LFu, RUf).

([l′B′U ′R′, f ′u′b]u)19 (285 moves): edge 18-cycle, (FUl, LBd, ULf, RUf,
DRf, LDf, BLu, LUb, URb, RDb, UBl, RBu, LFu, UFr, DLb, RFd, BUr,
FRu).

([F 2uL2b′, U ′R′]R2f ′)21 (294 moves): edge 20-cycle, (FUl, LUb, BUr,
UBl, DLb, DFl, ULf, FDr, LFu, FRu, UFr, LDf, RUf, RDb, RBu, BRd,
DRf, URb, BLu, RFd).

([UL2f ′D, Rrf ]u′r2)21 (336 moves): edge 22-cycle, (FUl, LUb, URb, UBl,
FRu, LFu, BLu, RDb, FDr, DBr, BDl, BRd, LDf, ULf, RUf, DRf, DFl, RFd,
BUr, UFr, RBu, DLb).

[F ′B, dU ′fDu2]3 (42 moves): edge 23-cycle, (FUl, UBl, BDl, DFl, BRd,
LBd, FLd, RFd, DLb, LUb, URb, RDb, BUr, DBr, FDr, UFr, RBu, BLu,
LFu, FRu, DRf, ULf, RUf).

([U ′DF ′L, U2DR2L′]bU2)35 (630 moves): edge 24-cycle, (FUl, FRu, BDl,
LBd, BUr, RUf, BLu, DRf, URb, LFu, RFd, ULf, FDr, FLd, LDf, LUb,
BRd, RDb, UBl, RBu, UFr, DFl, DBr, DLb).

fu2B′(D2d2Uu) (5 moves): element of maximum possible order, 9 · 5 · 7 ·
11 · 13 · 17 = 765765, consisting of twisted corner 3- and 5-cycles, edge 7-
and 17-cycles and face centre 11- and 13-cycles, (FLU, LBU, URF)− (FDL,
BDR, FRD, BLD, RUB)+ (FRu, RUf, DLb, DRf, RDb, LDf, UBl) (FUl,
LUb, BUr, FLd, BRd, FDr, BDl, RBu, BLu, LFu, DFl, DBr, RFd, LBd,
URb, UFr, ULf) (Flu, Fdl, Bdr, Frd, Bld, Rub, Bul, Luf, Ufl, Bru, Lbu)
(Fur, Rfu, Dbl, Dfr, Rbd, Lfd, Ulb, Ubr, Urf, Ldb, Rdf, Drb, Dlf)
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Rubik’s Revenge edge processes

Sequences that act on the upper face edge pieces in the l and r slices, possibly
together with permutations of face centre pieces within face centres. The edge
cycles are highlighted. The other cycles (if any) would be invisible if applied
to a cube where the face centres are monochromatic.

r2F 2r′U2lF 2D2rD2l′F 2rU2F 2r2 (15 moves): (BUr, UBl) (Ulb, Urf)
(Ubr, Ufl).

rU2lF 2D2rD2l′F 2rU2r2 (12 moves): (FUl, UBl) (Ulb, Urf) (Ubr, Ufl).

F 2r′D2l2B2r′U2r2U2B2rD2F 2r2 (14 moves): (FUr, BUl) (Bru, Bld)
(Bul, Bdr) (Ulb, Urf) (Ubr, Ufl) (Dlf, Drb) (Dfr, Dbl).

l′U2l2F 2r′D2r′D2r2F 2l′U2 (12 moves): (FUl, UFr) (BUr, UBl).

F 2rD2B2U2F 2lrF 2U2B2D2lF 2 (14 moves): (FUl, UBl) (FUr, UBr).

r2B2U2r2U2B2r2 (7 moves): (FUl, BUr) (FUr, BUl) (Bru, Bld) (Bul,
Bdr) (Ulb, Urf) (Ubr Ufl).

rB2rF 2r′B2rF 2r2 (9 moves): (FUl, UBl, BUr).

rU2lF 2D2rD2l′F 2rU2[B2U2, r2] (17 moves): (FUl, UFr, UBl, BUr)
(Bru, Bld) (Bul, Bdr).

l2U2l′U2D2rD2U2l′U2l2 (11 moves): (FUl, UBl, BUr, UFr) (Flu, Frd)
(Fur, Fdl) (Bru, Bld) (Bul, Bdr) (Ulb, Urf) (Ubr, Ufl).

B2[r,D2]l′B2l2r′F 2l′F 2[l, D2] (16 moves): (FUl, BUr, UFr, UBl) (Flu,
Frd) (Fur, Fdl) (Bru, Bld) (Bul, Bdr) (Ulb, Urf) (Ubr, Ufl).

Rubik’s cube cycles

(L′F ′)7 (14 moves): twisted corner 5-cycle, (FLU, LDB, FUR, LBU,
FRD)+ (FDL)−.

[l∗, F
2] (4 moves): edge 3-cycle, (FU, BU, FD).

[l∗, F ] (4 moves): edge 5-cycle, (FU, DF, RF, FL, UB).

[f∗, U
′R′] (6 moves): edge 7-cycle, (FR, RB, UB, LD, UL, RU, DR).

BUsL
′B′LsD (6 moves): edge 9-cycle, (FU, UB, LB, BR, RF, BD, LD,

UL, RU).
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UsL
′B′LsBsRF (7 moves): edge 11-cycle, (FU, LB, DB, BU, RF, DF,

DL, LU, BR, DR, RU).

[l∗, U ][r∗, D
2U ] (10 moves): twisted edge 3-cycle, (FU, DB, FD)+ (LU)+.

[u∗, R
′][f∗, R

2] (8 moves): twisted edge 5-cycle, (FR, UL, DR, LB, BR)+

(RU)+.

[u∗, R
′][f 2
∗ , L] (8 moves): twisted edge 7-cycle, (FL, UR, LU, LB, BR, RF,

LD)+ (RD)+.

[l∗, F ][f∗, UL′] (10 moves): twisted edge 9-cycle, (FU, DF, RF, LB, DR,
LD, UL, RU, BU)+ (FL)+.

[l∗, D][b′∗, R][u2
∗, B] (12 moves): twisted edge 11-cycle, (FU, DF, FL, BR,

LB, UB, RF, UL, RU, DR, LD)+ (BD)+.

B2R′FD′F (5 moves, J. B. Butler [1, page 50]): element of maximum
possible order, 4 · 9 · 5 · 7 = 1260, consisting of twisted corner 3- and 5-cycles,
twisted edge 2- and 7-cycles and an edge 2-cycle, (BRU, RBD, LBU)+ (FLU,
FRD, LFD, RFU, DBL)− (FL, FR)+ (BU, RD, RB, LB, RU, DL, DB)+ (FU,
FD).

Rubik’s 2× 2× 2 cycles

FL2BUBRULURF 2LD (13 moves): 2-cycle, (FDL, DFR).

FL2F ′L2U ′F ′LU (8 moves): 3-cycle, (FLU, UBR, LBU).

F (1 move): 4-cycle, (FLU, FUR, FRD, FDL).

[F, L2] (4 moves): 5-cycle, (FLU, BLD, BUL, FRD, FDL).

FL2 (2 moves): 6-cycle, (FLU, FUR, FRD, BUL, FDL, BLD).

DL2F ′ (3 moves): 7-cycle, (FLU, BLD, LBU, DFR, DRB, LFD, FUR).

B2R2F ′L2 (4 moves): 8-cycle, (FLU, BUL, BLD, FUR, BDR, FDL, FRD,
BRU).

[FU2F ′, DR2D′] (12 moves): twisted 1-cycles, (FDL)+ (BRU)−.

L′D′B′DBLB′ (7 moves): twisted 2-cycle, (BRU, LDB)+ (BUL)−.

D′L′UB′DLUF (8 moves): twisted 3-cycle, (FLU, UBR, RFU)+ (FRD)−.

L′BLB2 (4 moves): twisted 4-cycle, (FLU, RBD, DBL, UBR)+ (BUL)−.

L′F ′ (2 moves): twisted 5-cycle, (FLU, ULB, BLD, RDF, URF)+ (FDL)−.
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D′FL′ (3 moves): twisted 6-cycle, (FLU, FUR, FRD, BUL, DBL, DRB)+

(FDL)−.

U ′RRs (2 moves): twisted 7-cycle, (FLU, RBD, RFU, FRD, BRU, LDB,
LFD)+ (BUL)−.

1.43A / To be continued
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